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Prologue
It appears to be an inauspicious start to your mission. You’ll have to make the best of it. You
arrive suddenly for your assignment in a lightning flash and a gust of wind. You are crouched
down. You are nude. No clothes. No resources. No transportation. No weapons. This is
awkward. But you walk confidently toward a nearby biker bar to get what you need. The neon
sign reads: The Corral….Open. You walk in as a waitresses with a full tray of beer bottles reacts
to your state of undress with a mix of surprise and what appears to be a smile of admiration. The
bearded bikers with pool cues in hand appear to be somewhat more skeptical.
Some readers will recognize this scenario as the beginning of the popular 1991 action-adventure
film Terminator 2: Judgment Day. The man on a mission is played by Arnold Schwarzenegger.
(He experienced a similar iconic opening scene in the first Terminator movie back in 1984.) He
is about to get what he needs. What happens next presents some defining imagery for the theme
of this book. Mr. Schwarzenegger is a muscular man with uncommon sartorial requirements.
Director James Cameron adroitly shoots the scene through Schwarzenegger’s eyes.
Schwarzenegger is the Terminator, a cyborg time traveling from the future. When he surveys the
environment his digital visual system overlays relevant data on the scene he is observing. The
first screen of data we see as he walks toward the bar with the motorcycles parked out front
reads: “Acquire Transport: Priority -- 1238905D.” His visual system is reviewing and reporting
on the size, horsepower and range of each bike. “Scan Mode: Assess Vehicle – Harley Davidson
Model 956 Fatboy – Suitable.” He enters the bar. “Priority: Acquisition of Suitable Clothing.”
Finally Schwarzenegger approaches character actor Robert Winley who specializes in portraying
tough guys and who is about Schwarzenegger’s size. The view through the cyborg’s eyes reveals
the screen data overlay: “Scan Mode: Size Assessment – Initial Match Suitable” with detailed
data on neck size, boot size, etc. Schwarzenegger in a calm and flat voice reports “I’m going to
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need your clothes, your boots and your motorcycle.” There is laughter around the bar. This being
Hollywood, Winley mockingly responds: “You forgot to say please,” as he blows smoke in
Schwarzenegger’s face. The screen data reads: “Threat assessment: Scan Carcinogen Vapor.”
Winley then puts his cigar out on Schwarzenegger’s unclothed chest. Schwarzenegger, of course,
doesn’t flinch. Violence ensues and in short order the appropriately attired Schwarzenegger now
sporting sunglasses and a few weapons drives off on the Harley with the grinding guitars of “Bad
to the Bone” reverberating on the soundtrack as the movie gets underway.
Not to make too much of this iconic Hollywood narrative fragment, but it reveals several telling
points about a critically important next stage in the evolution of smart technologies. The movie
depicts a human having a brief conversation with a robotic machine which is humanlike in
appearance, and in each utterance and movement. The relationship between human and machine
lies at the core of science fiction, the core of the present book and the core of the very definition
of machine intelligence. One famous test of machine intelligence, the so-called Turing Test, was
developed by computer pioneer Alan Turing in 1950. The test posits that if in conducting a
conversation with an intelligent agent the human is unable to distinguish whether it is a machine
or a real human – the machine has truly reached a level of demonstrable human-level artificial
intelligence. The Turing Test has dominated thinking about machine intelligence for three
generations. I will argue that this highly intuitive model is actually misleading and wrongheaded. But first, back to Hollywood.
What is unique in the movie scene is that the director invites the viewer to experience the
exchange from the point of view of the robot and that twist makes it especially important for our
central argument. The viewer’s first impression is that this data-display thing is interesting. The
display provides helpful stuff -- The first motorcycle encountered is not appropriate for your
needs. The biker dude in front of you is just the right size.
Then you realize that this screen display scenario makes no sense. The central processing system
of the robot is digital, of course. Why would one part of the machine type out a text overlay
display, in English no less, for the visual system to scan, interpret and send information back to
the central processing system about appropriate resultant behavior? It would be a crazy,
convoluted, error-prone, inefficient design. But this is Hollywood and the task at hand is making
an engaging movie. Cue the grinding guitars.
But wait a minute. From a human’s point of view, if you had a digital helper, that’s how you
would do it. Augmented intelligence to help you interpret your environment. A visual overlay of
graphics or text. Maybe an electronic voice only you can hear reminds you of critically important
information. In my thinking, this surreal movie scene dramatically displays a central element of
what I’m going to argue is a critical stage of evolution in the human cognitive system.
Reimagine a scene with two humans communicating. Each has digital glasses or digital contact
lenses with an overlay displaying relevant information. Perhaps the two individuals would be
exchanging stories but may have forgotten important details. Or if they might be negotiating and
need background information about the deal at hand. Or if they were playing poker and each
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might try to interpret the others’ emotional state or might need to calculate the odds of a straight
flush given the cards already played. A little extra information would be useful.
We start our journey in this book by recounting a famous scene from an iconic Hollywood action
movie. Why that scene? Three reasons, actually. First, the Terminator motion picture franchise,
reportedly earning about a half billion dollars in box office revenues, represents a classic and
persistent trope in popular fiction’s portrayal of the interaction of humans and smart machines -they are at war. Second, as noted, this particular scene offers a rare, perhaps unprecedented
audience view from the eyes of the machine rather than the human. It starts to blur the we-are-atwar scenario and psychology. Third, as an innovative narrative invention to distinguish this
second movie in the series from the first, Mr. Schwarzenegger’s character is returning from the
future to help the movie’s protagonist rather than harm him. Of course, this is an action movie
and we need an antagonist which is duly supplied in the form of another particularly nasty shapeshifting robot. And as one might predict, the Schwarzenegger character provides help to the
human protagonist primarily in the form of brawn rather than brains. But it’s a start in thinking in
a new direction, a direction which will guide our journey.
This is a serious book about what comes next as human ingenuity conjures up increasingly
sophisticated technologies. And there is, as is often the case, a paradox. As we invent new things
we are not always sure what to do with them, how to use them effectively, how to avoid having
these new gismos controlling us rather than the other way around. A quick look back at the
history of breakthrough technologies reveals that the brilliant inventors, perhaps more often than
not, did not fully understand the ramifications of what they were inventing. They were a bit
vague about how the technical inventions that would make them famous would ultimately be
used. It was true of the printing press, the telephone, broadcast radio, the computer and the
Internet. I would label this the paradox of the brilliant inventor. They imagine their invention as a
new thing in an otherwise unchanging world. Big mistake. It turns out these recurring
misperceptions provide us some important lessons.
A serious book, yes. But it is great fun to speculate on how human-machine dynamics will
evolve in time. There is a game-like quality to the process of taking current technical, social and
economic trends and trying to extend them into the future. Many such narratives are utopian.
Others, perhaps the majority, are dystopian – helpfully warning of misplaced trust in technical
systems, unanticipated malevolence, the atrophy of human capacities from technical dependency,
or the hubris of the technical expert. Our approach, is distinctly utopian in flavor, hopefully not
naively so. We will focus on the opportunities that technological advance will afford.

The Purpose of This Book
The purpose of this book is to provide you with a new perspective on a cluster of new
technologies that lay ahead. This is a bit of a challenge for an author because almost everybody
already has a notion of the future and probably a prediction or two of what will become the next
big thing. My thesis is that most of the popular next-big-thing candidates are not ill-conceived
but rather they are small parts of a much bigger, more dramatic, and less well understood
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development. The terms artificial intelligence and machine learning in particular are fraught with
controversy, suspicion, and misunderstanding. These notions project the idea of intelligence and
agency as being “out there” in the machine and responsive to the machine’s goals rather than our
own. Our thesis is alignment is possible – the machines’ goals can certainly be our own. The
killer-robot meme is a classic case of humans projecting human traits onto machines. Should we
be surprised that when we build robots we instinctively and impulsively make them in the shape
of humans?
This book is about a fundamental revolution in the human use of computational intelligence.
It is a revolution in human activity comparable to the invention of language, writing, agriculture,
steam and electric power.
In the complex natural history of human evolution we survived when many species, most in fact,
became extinct. Humans are not particularly strong or fleet of foot or protected by a natural layer
of protective armoring. We survived by our wits, our capacity for social collaboration, our
invention of language and physical tools. The human cognitive system hasn’t changed
significantly in the last 400,000 years. Our brains are no larger. We still have about 100 billion
neurons to work with. But now a fundamental shift as we begin to build tools not just to work
with but to think with.
It is Evolutionary Intelligence – this time with selective invention rather than selective survival.
In my view, it is an inevitability. Judge for yourself as we review the issues.
If it is, in fact, an inevitable outcome of current trends, one might rightfully ask -- why is it not
obvious, well-recognized and carefully studied? Good question.
To make my case that it is both inevitable and not commonly recognized let me draw on a little
recent history. Among the last big things in human history we proudly acknowledge the
industrial revolution. School children can recite the scenario. Farming and manufacturing was
powered by human and animal power and when geographically convenient, the power of rivers
and streams. In the nineteenth century we invented steam power, electric motors and internal
combustion engines. Life was transformed. Cars, cities, suburbs. Modernity. The question we
might explore, however, is how well this transformation was understood while it was happening.
It turns out that the phrase “industrial revolution” was not used until about 100 years after it was
well underway. How is that possible? Daniel Bell writing in the late 1970s puts it this way:
It is a rare moment in cultural history when we can self-consciously
witness a large-scale social transformation… Few persons realized, when
the industrial revolution was beginning, the import of what was taking
place. The term itself was coined only a hundred years after the start of the
process, by Arnold Toynbee, in 1884, when he gave a set of lectures
retrospectively viewing the era that he called "The Industrial Revolution."

We are now not quite 100 years into the digital revolution and the importance of the computer as
socially transforming has been clear and widely discussed from the beginning even when
computers were room-sized monsters programmed by specialists for primarily technical tasks.
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We should note, however, speaking of room-sized computers, that IBM which dominated the
early days of commercial computing did not see the next stage of mid-sized computers coming
and left the field open to new entrepreneurs like Ken Olsen of the Digital Equipment Corporation
who foresaw an alternative to IBM’s “big iron.” By the late 1980s Digital Equipment had $14
billion in sales and ranked among the most profitable companies in the US. Ironically although
some of Olsen’s engineers experimented with personal mini-computers, Olsen was not impressed
and dismissed the project famously noting (in 1977): "There is no reason for any individual to
have a computer in his home." So much for self-conscious awareness of major transformations.
By the way, IBM, like Olson, was late to the mini-computer revolution as well which created the
engineering vacuum to be filled by Bill Gates, Steve Jobs and others. So this would appear to be
the computer industry’s version of generals enthusiastically preparing to fight the last war, as the
proverb darkly reminds us.

The Structure of This Book
The first chapter lays out the case. Evolutionary Intelligence identifies the revolutionary
capacities these new technologies make possible. The intelligence I identify is not located in a
machine or in an individual but rather evolves from the interaction between the two. That’s why
the Turing Test, in my view, is misleading. The phrase also identifies these developments as a
transformative historical stage not just a new collection of high-tech machines we should admire.
This is not a book about technology. It is about the human use of technology. It about our
history. It is about our psychology. It is about our future.
Chapter Two reviews how the new generation of technology will actually work – the visual,
aural and tactile means of human-machine communication. There is a section on direct-to-brain
communication. Electronic communication directly to the inner brain is an important issue, but I
find that stuff a bit creepy. I am relieved to point out that, unlike the other technologies reviewed,
that one is a ways off.
Chapter Three addresses one of the core issues of the book. I argue that the next generation of
artificial intelligence can successfully, even routinely correct for systemic biases in human
perception. This compensatory dynamic is what makes these developments potentially
revolutionary. I label this “the hard part.” Getting humans to take advice, even demonstrably
good advice, is not easy.
What could go wrong? A lot. Chapter Four “Here Be Dragons” is one of the longer chapters. It
addresses among other issues the questions of privacy, social inequity and the atrophy of human
capacities from dependence on technology.
In Chapter Five we step back to review “Evolutionary Intelligence in Historical Perspective” In
order to appreciate my argument about major social transformations it really does help to get
some a long-term view about humans and the technologies they invent. My list of evolutionary
stages short. In my version there are only four truly life-changing revolutions leading up to the
current one, the digital revolution. The four are: 1) the capacity for language, 2) the capacity to
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settle on land rather than forage, 3) the leverage of machine power, and 4) the belated
development of mass education and mass literacy.
When Charles Darwin was wandering around the Galapagos Islands he noticed some patterns in
the local faunae that revolutionized his thinking. These patterns had been around for millennia
and were not actually unique to these remote islands. He just needed to take the time to see the
evidence before him in a new light. In Chapter Six I make the case that the roots of Evolutionary
Intelligence are all around us today.
Chapter Seven digs a little deeper to explore how E.I. may affect different spheres of our lives -Personalized Medicine, Intelligent Romance, Digital Law, Amateur Athletics, Cyber-Finance,
and Employment.
Finally, Chapter Eight returns to the present to address next steps and immediate concerns as the
potential success of E.I. tomorrow will depend in many ways on what we do today.
So, buckle up. There is a lot to think about.
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Chapter One – Evolutionary Intelligence

Evolutionary Intelligence is the next stage of human evolution as our capacities co-evolve with
the technologies we create. The wheel made us more mobile. Machine power made us stronger.
Telecommunication gave us the capacity to communicate over great distances. Evolutionary
Intelligence will make us smarter. In my view it is an inevitable process as networked
computational intelligence gradually moves from a keyboard and screen on our desk to our
technologically enhanced eyes and ears. It may be difficult to imagine how that will work given
our current experiences with technology. So to metaphorically extend from what is currently
familiar, imagine an invisible Siri-like character, sitting on our shoulder, witnessing what we
witness and from time to time advising us, drawing on her networked collective experience. She
doesn’t direct, she advises. She provides optimized options based on our explicit preferences.
And given human nature, we may frequently choose to ignore her good advice no matter how
graciously suggested. Evolutionary Intelligence might be more formally defined as the
purposively structured technical mediation of human communication.
The technologies of the industrial revolution changed our relationship with our physical
environment. Digital technology changed our relationship with our informational environment.
Evolutionary Intelligence is a change in our relationship with each other. It is the use of
technology to enhance our capacities when we speak or listen. It is not the same as artificial
intelligence or machine learning because in those cases agency is relegated to the machine which
then makes decisions and enacts behavior. E.I. is the enhancement of the human capacity to
make decisions. It is augmented and amplified intelligence. It is evolutionary in the sense that
our tools have defined our enhanced capacities for the last 400,000 years. There was no
meaningful change in our DNA or cranial capacities as a result of selective survival over that
period. Such genetic changes take eons. Our lives have changed dramatically because of our
tools.
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Note that we have avoided a terminology that locates this augmented capacity in humans
themselves – some variant of “singularity” or “super smart humans.” The intelligence isn’t in the
humans but rather it is in the enhanced interaction among humans.
Think of it as a routine automated intervention as humans communicate with each other. We can
return to our initial example of Mr. Schwarzenegger’s action-adventure character desperately in
need of clothing, transportation and weapons. A textual overlay on his field of vision advises him
every step of the way. Well, yes, Schwarzenegger’s character was not exactly human. But you
get the idea.
Sometimes minor technical changes can make a very big difference. Silicon chips didn’t do
anything new. They did what vacuum tubes did. They did it smaller, cheaper and more reliably.
Modern computers and smartphones, indeed the digital age of modern society is unthinkable
without silicon chips. Vacuum-tube computers existed but failed often, required hundreds of
square feet, constant maintenance, large amounts of electrical power and air-conditioning.
Silicon chips replaced vacuum tubes. No change in function. Big difference in outcome. As a
result, computational intelligence moved from a remote room-sized machine, then closer to a box
on our desk, a phone in our hand and in the near future to a barely perceptible electronic
interface between us and our environment.
Skeptical? You are wondering how having Siri whisper in your ear or the projection of some text
on your glasses or contact lenses could be much of a big thing. A reasonable question. But in my
view your skepticism reflects a narrow, time-bound perspective. Thomas Edison, for example,
took such a perspective in inventing his cylindrical recording device that came to be called a
record player. He initially called it a talking machine. Its capacity to record sound was so limited
in fidelity that Edison could not imagine that it would be used for recording music. He saw it as a
Dictaphone-type device for dictating a letter or a will. He was judging the device by its then
current capacity, rather than its ultimate technical potential. So when I say “a technical
intervention in human communication” you are thinking about yourself and your recent
experiences with Siri, Alexa, or Cortana. Two errors of perspective. Think instead: 1) about
yourself a few decades hence and 2) about how the Siri’s of the world are going to evolve a few
decades hence. Both you and Siri are going to change. A lot.
Humans are amazingly elastic. Perhaps the evolved trait that has contributed most to our
continued survival and success is our plasticity and adaptability. Once they were available, we
were quick to adapt to horses and carriages, later to cars, later to computers and smart phones.
These evolved technologies would blend into our daily activities and would simply become a
part of how we conduct our daily lives. Horses used to be a daily part of our existence. Some of
us still enjoy a good trail ride. But when we need to get somewhere at any reasonable distance,
we don’t ride a horse. It just doesn’t make sense. We drive. In fact, if we’re going for a trail ride,
chances are we’ll drive to the stables and park in the inevitable parking lot.
In the future when you communicate with a group, with an institution or simply with another
person, it will be technically mediated -- it will be yet another exemplar of Evolutionary
Intelligence. And you’ll probably give no more thought to the E.I. than you give to the car ride
to the stables. And you’ll do that for the same reason you drive. It will have proven to be more
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effective and efficient. More effective as, for example, language is more effective than gestures
and grunts, farming more than berry gathering, machine power more than animal power. In the
pages ahead we will review how each of these evolutionary developments was in their time
utterly revolutionary. And, at the time, each was only vaguely recognized as such.
Like the first language, first farm, or first machine, early E.I. will be rudimentary and errorprone. The first language was mixed with gestures. The first farmers still did a fair amount of
hunting and gathering. The scattered examples of E.I. in the next few years may evade your
notice.
Imagine in the near future that you are trying to communicate a moral lesson to a frustrated
young child who very much wants to possess and not to share. Your initial impulsive reference
to universal principles of ethical morality proves to be neither effective nor age appropriate. You
are reminded of an age-appropriate and memorable fable about sharing which turns out to both
well received and behaviorally effective. Siri’s successors may be thoughtfully drawing on
Lawrence Kohlberg’s theory of stages of moral development. Perhaps you actually had read
some Kohlberg and Piaget in college but it just hadn’t come to mind in the moment. Perhaps in a
moment of gratitude you whisper to yourself, “Good work, Siri” or whatever Siri’s successor’s
name is a decade hence.
You are making notes to prepare for a conversation with a colleague. Your job is to persuade the
colleague that a proposed project is a good idea. The meeting will be brief. You have developed
a list of 22 reasons that the new project is great. You are advised that 22 diverse and diffuse
arguments may be counterproductive. You are advised that most of the 22 can be summarized in
5 more manageable, more persuasive and more memorable points.
For centuries at a receiving line the principal dignitary is likely to have had an aide at their
shoulder letting them know the names and identities of each approaching guest so each can be
appropriately acknowledged. In gatherings of the future each of us will have an automated aide
who will (if beckoned) provide a similar service. It is as inevitable as the continued existence of
social gatherings.
You are at Caroline’s Boutique holding the blouse to your chest looking at yourself in the mirror.
It does look a little big for you. You are advised that the same blouse with a better fit is available
at an establishment just a few blocks away. And it’s on sale over there.
You are in a rather heated argument with a friend whose political views you find to be, well,
abhorrent. You come up with a killer argument for your side including persuasive statistics to
support your case. You are E.I.-advised that your interlocutor will not be persuaded in the least
by this point, and will simply be annoyed. It is suggested that you politely demur. It is
unambiguously clear that there is no benefit in frustrating your friend. You recognize this E.I.
advice is, no doubt, correct but choose to ignore it and proceed with your newly developed
argument with all supporting statistics, in abundant detail. Your friend, as predicted, is not
persuaded. He is annoyed. Somehow you take pleasure in this. You chose to ignore some good
advice. This is critically important. E.I. is advisory rather than determining. Rather than an
unavoidable intervention, it is an option, available when chosen. A counsellor, not a dictator.
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You are typing away and spell abhorent with only one r. Your spellchecker corrects it to
abhorrent. You hardly notice. You have come to take it for granted. But be careful. Sometimes
autocorrect failures in addition to being embarrassing are hilarious enough to go viral. Spell
checkers and autocomplete algorithms are, of course, current exemplars of evolving E.I. So is the
taken-for-grantedness of it all.
You are at the Department of Motor Vehicles. There is no line. The paperwork is dispatched
quickly and accurately. You’re outta there, car registration in hand. All the details were
electronically exchanged ahead of time, including scheduling your visit to avoid the crowds. You
took an extra moment to set up identity authentication so next time you can conduct business
online and avoid the trip altogether.
Uncle Louie whispers a hot stock tip in your ear at a family gathering. Guaranteed inside
information. Slam dunk. Can’t lose. Gotta act fast. What to do? Turns out Uncle Louie is trying
to unload a demonstrable loser. Timely information on the information’s source and the source’s
motivation can be useful.
Evolutionary Intelligence is formally defined as the purposively structured technical mediation
of human communication. Purposively? What purpose? Now things get particularly interesting.
E.I. for What Purpose?
The purpose is -- Counterpoise. Mediation. Moderation. Intercession. Most importantly –
Compensation. Systematic compensation for the well-known biases in evolved human cognition.
In this analysis E.I. offers special promise. The most useful and progressive outcome of these
technical capacities is an accrued, refined, time-tested artificial intelligence to advise us when we
are systematically misinterpreting the cues in our environment. To inform us of otherwise
unanticipated consequences. To correct predictable errors in our psychological estimates of
probabilities. (These errors are surprisingly well understood.)
Will various implementations of artificial intelligence be capable of such advisory tasks?
Understandably, not at first try, or likely second or third, or fourth try and so on. But in time,
certainly.
A future implementation of artificial intelligence which accurately anticipates predictable errors
in human judgment? A skeptic might begrudgingly assent. Yeah, maybe. But a skeptic would be
quick to point out that the typical human, especially in the heat of action, would predictably
ignore any advice given despite its demonstrable veracity. Is it naïve to imagine that a human
would not proudly and stubbornly blunder ahead on primordial instincts? This represents an
important challenge to our proposed scenario.
So let’s draw on a set of present-day case studies. Take the modern motorist … that is while we
still have motorists and cars are not yet routinely driving themselves. Video, ultrasonic or radar
sensors flash lights and sound a variety of warning bells and buzzers when other objects in our
environment come near. Automotive side-view mirrors by the nature have a blind spot. Modern
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side mirrors monitor the blind spot electronically and flash a warning light on top of the mirror.
If the turn signal is turned on in the direction of the side mirror the warning light flashes more
urgently because moving objects in the blind spot would be particularly dangerous in the event
of a turn -- not a good time to change lanes. Networked GPS software tracks your actual speed,
the posted speed and, importantly for many, the presence of law enforcement nearby. GPS
systems anticipate traffic jams and suggest alternative routes. When our car advises us what to
do, do we do it? Sure, most of the time. In time, we come to understand when signals might be
ignored. Our sensors blink and ring like crazy when we park in the garage. You ignore them
there. They are doing their thing. It is a small garage. Objects are very close. Currently the
warning distance intervals are pre-set. In the near future they will be context dependent and
perhaps become a little more laid back in that tiny garage of yours. When Waze or some similar
GPS system suggests an alternative route (typically a complex pattern of back streets) you weigh
the alternatives. Is it worth the trouble to save 5 minutes? Perhaps not. You accommodate. Waze
does too. Will some motorists blaze through a speed trap despite the warning? Of course. At their
peril. Survival of the fittest. Consider the most primitive and universal of warning devices for
vehicular systems – the traffic light. Do drivers pay attention and obey instructions? It turns out
that the answer is 99.48% of the time, according to one study. Most humans without chemically
impaired judgment have come to the conclusion that barreling through red lights is not conducive
to survival. There are exceptions. There always are. Some exceptions have life-changing
consequences which draw social attention. What goes unnoticed is how routinely humans
patiently, thoughtlessly abide a simple red traffic light.
Let’s step back for a moment. I am proposing that this revolution is on the same order of
magnitude as the invention of language, agriculture, the industrial revolution, mass literacy and
computers. That is a daunting measure of significance. How could something like a word
processing spellchecker or some sort of real-time electronic debate coach come close to that?
The answer derives from the same historical dynamics that led to the last stages in evolutionary
development – selective survival. Tribes that were more successful at coordinated activity and
sustaining collective knowledge through language were more likely to thrive and survive. Tribes
with agriculture and domesticated animals had better odds than those which depended on hunting
and gathering. Better technology wins wars. The selective survival from technological advantage
is clear. One is reminded of the mythic drama as brave but doomed Polish mounted cavalry were
reported to have engaged German Panzer tanks in the first days of the Second World War in the
fall of 1939.
The difficulty with human ingenuity inventing more and more powerful technologies, including
nuclear technology, of course, lies in the frailties of human psychology. An angry human with a
club can do only so much damage. Angry humans with nuclear bombs, however, represent the
ultimate existential threat. Friendly productive communication is one form of human interaction.
Economic or military conflict is another. E.I. represents a potential mediating middle ground
between the two extremes.
Science has come to have a relatively sophisticated understanding of human emotion and
cognitive biases. Those emotional sensitivities and attentional biases concerning potential threats
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were critically important to our survival in the grasslands and forests. But they may serve us less
well in an era of instant global communication and nuclear armament. We have developed
institutions and regulations to help moderate the boom and bust cycle that human psychology
generates in market economics. We have been less successful in applying similar moderators to
international political and economic competition, so it remains an open question. But we are
capable of learning from our mistakes. What if we systematically and purposely applied our
understanding of our cognitive biases as a corrective – a compensatory augmented intelligence?
Yes, my argument is indeed that we have to get E.I. right. Our survival may depend on it.
What are the cognitive biases that E.I. can compensate for? The list is expansive. Wikipedia lists
200 of them. We’ll briefly review one cluster of examples here and will return to this difficult
problem in more detail in Chapter Three.
Philosopher Immanuel Kant liked the naturalistic metaphor: “Out of the crooked timber of
humanity, no straight thing was ever made.” Political historian Isiah Berlin liked it too and used
it to title his well-known collection of essays. Berlin picked up on the crooked timber part but
made the case that institutions that protect the prospect of political pluralism could compensate
for the frailties of human nature. I’m with Berlin. We can build something straight if we accept
and understand the nature of the timber we confront.
Enter Daniel Kahneman, who won the 2002 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics for his work
with Amos Tversky for developing a series of models of how human cognition works called
prospect theory. Kahneman and Tversky, however, are psychologists, not economists. How did
this happen?
The answer is that their psychological experiments on systematic distortions in human judgment
have challenged many of assumptions of traditional economic theory, most pointedly that people
make rational choices based on their self-interest. Instead, people rely on gut instinct and rules of
thumb that focus on perceived fairness, the emotional significance of past investments and an
irrational aversion to loss.
They organized their findings as “prospect theory” -- understanding how an uncertain situation is
framed predictably changes how the human cognitive system is hardwired to respond. They
demonstrated, for example, when individuals were asked to hypothetically select the best
procedure to cure a deadly disease, most preferred the procedure that “saved” 80 percent of
people to one that “killed” 20 percent. They drew attention to the pseudo-certainty effect -- the
tendency for people to perceive an outcome as certain while it is actually uncertain. Further, they
found that in multi-stage decision making that the certainty of the outcome in a previous stage of
decisions is often disregarded in subsequent stages. They found that people may be risk-averse or
risk-tolerant depending on the amounts involved and how the probabilistic choice is framed.
Why this sudden attention to prospect theory? It is the ideal case study of how to build straight
structures with crooked timber. If you can accurately identify the systematic distortions of
evolved human judgment, you can compensate for them. Would you like to have a Nobel
laureate in economics whisper in your ear as you ponder an investment? I would.
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E.I. Is More than Just Communication Over a Technical Channel
Evolutionary Intelligence is more than electronic connectivity. Human communication by
technical means over great distance was a defining characteristic of the last century and a
product of the industrial revolution. Marshall McLuhan, among others, speculated that this grid
of wires and satellites created a global village and recreated a now global tribal culture. For
example, in an oft-quoted 1960 CBC Interview:
“These new media of ours … have made our world into a single unit….the world is now
like a continually sounding tribal drum, where everybody gets the message…. all the
time. A princess gets married in England and boom boom boom go the drums and we all
hear about it; an earthquake in North Africa, a Hollywood star gets drunk…away go the
drums again. I use the word tribal….it is probably the key word”
Theorists speculated a century before that telegraph and telephone through simple connectivity
would have this effect. In Walden Thoreau grumbled the following:
We are in great haste to construct a magnetic telegraph from Maine to Texas; but Maine
and Texas, it may be, have nothing important to communicate. . . . We are eager to tunnel
under the Atlantic and bring the old world some weeks nearer to the new; but perchance
the first news that will leak through into the broad, flapping American ear will be that
Princess Adelaide has the whooping cough.
You might electronically connect a small town in Ohio with a village in North Africa but would
the denizens of each have any way of making sense of that distant community over the horizon?
Just connecting is not enough.
E.I. represents a new kind of connectivity. Empowering connectivity. Connectivity with three
empowering and desirable characteristics




Intelligent Amplification – Value-added transmission
Intelligent Translation – Reconfigured transmission
Intelligent Transaction – Facilitated negotiation

Intelligent Amplification
No, not amplification in the simple sense of making a sound louder. Intelligent amplification is
making the message clearer, higher fidelity, with selectively detailed information, with more
context, with more background.
Communication can be seen as simply the transmission of information. Think of our first efforts
at real-time communication over distances – smoke signals, semaphores, Morse-coded messages
over telegraph lines, primitive telephony and wax cylinder voice recordings. Each technical step
provides more detail, a more accurate and complete reproduction of the original message. The
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transitions are relatively clear cut -- high fidelity sound became stereo, black and white television
added color and then evolved into high-definition TV and currently Ultra high definition video.
Traditional television captured the moving image with roughly 500 electronically traced
fluorescent scan lines flashed 60 times a second to simulate continuous motion for the human
eye. (There were a few more lines and a few less scans per second in Europe.) A large TV set
had a diagonal measure just over two feet. These video standards were good enough. Nobody
complained that it was too small or insufficiently detailed. We took it for granted. Color was
appreciated. HDTV with a million picture elements in each passing frame was sharper and
especially appropriate for larger flat panel displays. Ultra-High-Definition promoted as 4K
provides roughly 8 million pixels and approaches the limit of the capacity of the human eye to
perceive the difference. Not that folks were complaining the regular HDTV was blurry. Notice
that the frame rate is still about 60 frames per second. It has already reached the threshold of
human perception. Note that each step is simply increasing the level of detail -- the image
resolution. That’s the first step of amplification. The next step is adding intelligence.
Intelligent amplification differs from artificial intelligence. AI is a conception that makes
machines autonomous and independent from humans. Intelligent amplification puts humans in
control and leverages computational capacity to augment our capacity for communication and
decision making. One could think of the distinction as similar to that between virtual reality and
augmented reality. VR transports the individual to an artificial computer-created environment
removed from the real world. AR provides a visual overlay on actual environments to provide
relevant information and detail.
Various understandings of intelligent amplification have been proposed and analyzed since the
construction of the first computers in the 1940s. One of the first was developed by the English
psychologist and a seminal theorist of cybernetics W. Ross Ashby. On the very last page of the
Introduction to Cybernetics published in 1956 he writes:
Now “problem solving” is largely, perhaps entirely, a matter of appropriate selection.
Take, for instance, any popular book of problems and puzzles. Almost every one can be
reduced to the form: out of a certain set, indicate one element. Thus of all possible
numbers of apples that John might have in his sack we are asked to find a certain one; or
of all possible pencil lines drawn through a given pattern of dots, a certain one is wanted;
or of all possible distributions of letters into a given set of spaces, a certain one is wanted.
It is, in fact, difficult to think of a problem, either playful or serious, that does not
ultimately require an appropriate selection as necessary and sufficient for its solution… If
this is so, and as we know that power of selection can be amplified, it seems to follow
that intellectual power, like physical power, can be amplified.
One can hear the influence of digital pioneer Claude Shannon in these speculative words – both
draw on the notion of successful communication as the reduction of uncertainty. And one can
understand that Ashby like Shannon was drawn to games and game theory.
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Another early proponent of intelligent amplification was Douglas Engelbart (the inventor of the
computer mouse) who used the term augmentation rather than amplification. His 1962 report
Augmenting Human Intellect: A Conceptual Framework begins:
By "augmenting human intellect" we mean increasing the capability of a man to approach
a complex problem situation, to gain comprehension to suit his particular needs, and to
derive solutions to problems. Increased capability in this respect is taken to mean a
mixture of the following: more-rapid comprehension, better comprehension, the
possibility of gaining a useful degree of comprehension in a situation that previously was
too complex, speedier solutions, better solutions, and the possibility of finding solutions
to problems that before seemed insoluble. And by "complex situations" we include the
professional problems of diplomats, executives, social scientists, life scientists, physical
scientists, attorneys, designers — whether the problem situation exists for twenty minutes
or twenty years. We do not speak of isolated clever tricks that help in particular
situations. We refer to a way of life in an integrated domain where hunches, cut-and-try,
intangibles, and the human "feel for a situation" usefully co-exist with powerful concepts,
streamlined terminology and notation, sophisticated methods, and high-powered
electronic aids.
Heady stuff. These early pioneers were ahead of their times in that as they wrote computers were
still in their infancy and Moore’s Law had not yet kicked in. Early computational intelligence
was capable of checkers rather than chess. But they laid the ground work for a concept of coevolution as both computational and human capacities evolve and build off of each other.
Most of us have experienced attending a meeting in person compared to attending such a
meeting electronically via an audio-only telephonic conference call or an online video
conference. With audio only, one can’t help but notice the missing cues of facial expressions,
body postures, reactions of others in the room and perhaps even verbal nuance which is garbled
in low fidelity telephony all of which may be important to the process of collective decision
making. Even a high-definition video conference call may be insufficient. When you are there in
person, you may well direct your gaze at specific individuals at different points to gauge their
reactions. You are exercising directed selective attention. You may also be familiar with the
participants in the room. You note that one individual seems surprised by a statement. She never
seems surprised, in your experience so this may be a significant sign. Another looks amused. But
you know they always look amused. What gives you the advantage in understanding the
meeting’s dynamics is your understanding of the context and background. Similarly if you attend
a meeting and you have studied all the participants’ resumes in detail – you are better able to
interpret their statements or perhaps even their decision not to speak. The details have been
amplified.
Could we characterize intelligent amplification as making all the details available to the
participant?
Wait a minute. All the details? All the details are too many details. Who wants to make note of
every eyebrow twitch in a meeting, or the elementary school record of each meeting participant?
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We just want the relevant information. That’s where the intelligence of Evolutionary Intelligence
comes in. It just might be handy to know that two of the other participants at an important
negotiation have actually known each other since elementary school. It is difficult at this stage of
artificial intelligence to image that machines are any good at figuring out which details in a
complex flood of fast-moving visual, textual, auditory, historical input are actually important.
But machines are good at learning. And if we keep telling them what turned out to be important,
they will remember. They will remember better than we do.
Simple amplification is making everything louder or bigger. Intelligent amplification is selective
– like an intelligent filter. Amplify the important stuff, filter out the noise. Polarized dark glasses
have a simple and mechanical way of minimizing the (polarized) glare so you can better see the
environment. Imagine such a visual filter empowered by an accumulated and evolving
understanding of what is important in the environment.
One classic case of paying attention to the details in human interaction is the tell. In the game of
poker both amateurs and professionals are likely to bend your ear with tales of how they caught
subtle signs of tension or enthusiasm as others at the table read the cards they were dealt. It may
be that some players are not conscious of or unable to suppress nervous ticks or sideward
glances. It is always possible, indeed likely that a sophisticated player could intentionally mimic
a tell to mislead fellow players. Books on how to read a tell are legion. It appears to be a minipublishing business in itself. Reading poker faces would seem to be a dramatic example of a
human skill rather than something amendable to computational intelligence. But because of its
repetitive character in ongoing games, the game theoretic character of intentional
misrepresentation and the “data” from each hand on whether the tell was accurate, it might prove
to just the ticket for calculating refined probabilities. In an E.I. world, presumably everybody at
the table will have a statistically accurate estimation of their hands winning probabilities
whispered into their ears. Why not add the benefit of tracking all cards played so far and any
physiognomic data available? Perhaps you’re thinking computers will never be good at
recognizing facial expressions. That was once said of computers attempting to identify unique
faces. However, current facial recognition technology equals or exceeds the capacity of
professionals in law enforcement. The key is machine learning and lots of data and appropriate
and accurate feedback so the machine can “learn.” (You may have heard of potential biases in
facial recognition algorithms. They turn out to due to incomplete and thus biasing training data
rather than fundamental errors in the software.)
Perhaps you are thinking at this point that E.I. is going take all the fun out of playing poker. I
doubt it. Quite the contrary. It may move it to a new level. Imagine a player’s insistence that his
algorithm is better than yours. And, there is just plain luck which can make the difference no
matter how well you are advised.
Intelligent Translation
Reliable machine translation from one language into another is extremely challenging. The
natural ambiguity of human language mixed with the inexplicable character of many idiomatic
expressions makes it especially difficult. Psychologist Gary Marcus notes that most human
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speech “is ambiguous, often in multiple ways. Our brain is so good at comprehending language
that we do not usually notice.” Bell Labs’ John Pierce was asked to head up a federally
sponsored blue ribbon committee in 1966 to explore the prospects for machine translation. His
committee’s report was so candid about the challenges given the capacity of 1960s technology
that the report set back federal and private funding for translation research for two decades. New
technical developments such as neural nets and deep learning currently offer special promise and
have stimulated a resurgence of research and application. Most users of the widely used Google
Translate and similar neural-net-based systems describe the results as pretty good and getting
better although every user has more than a few stories of hilarious snafus. We have a reliable test
of language-to-language translation through back translation. If you move from language A to
language B and then get the same result when you translate back to A from the system – mission
accomplished. The translation may lack poetic grace and nuance but it gets the job done.
So that is job one in translation – a highly challenging task -- so far pretty good progress. But we
are raising a deeper issue by using the term “intelligent translation.” This E.I. idea is translation
that is actually “better” than the original. Neat trick. How could this work?
We have already seen some straightforward early exemplars. Take auto-correction in word
processing that retypes obvious typos and suggests grammatical refinements. That is relatively
easy to program using alphabetized look-up tables and rule-based analytics of subject-verb
agreement and identifying incomplete sentences lacking a verb. In the audio domain there is
auto-tune software that translates the singer’s slightly flat A to a right-in-tune 440 cycles per
second. These are rule-based processes that only begin to tap the potential intelligence in
intelligent interaction. What is the next step?
The next step is context-dependent translation. The answer to “why is the sky blue” should be
fruitfully modified when responding to a five-year-old as opposed to a college sophomore in
Astronomy 101. Explain to the former that the atmosphere acts like a prism. Explain to the latter
that the phenomenon of Rayleigh scattering for light frequencies well below the resonance
frequency of the scattering particle, the amount of scattering is inversely proportional to the
fourth power of the wavelength. Maybe it would be best to save that for Astronomy 102. But you
get the idea.
Context-aware communication is fundamental to successful human interaction. Your answer to
the very same question is remarkably different at a family dinner, in a courtroom, with friends on
bar stools. Translating your thoughts so they are effective in a courtroom setting can be
challenging. That’s one reason we hire lawyers.
Early-stage context-aware translation simply formulates standard information like name and
address so the right text ends up in the correct portion of a form. As forms get more complex,
like loan applications or college admissions, the requirements of context-awareness are much
more intense and accordingly of great value to the applicant.
We will explore several case studies of context-sensitive and value-added communication in the
chapters ahead to describe in more detail where E.I. is headed.
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Intelligent Transaction
Much of human interaction is more than the simple transmission of information from one
individual to another, it is dynamic interaction over time, a negotiation, a transaction. Some
transactions are pretty straightforward. In Western cultural traditions, in most cases the prices for
goods and services are fixed and posted as potential buyers simply decide whether or not to take
the offer. In the Middle East and parts of Asia, custom requires much more of a back-and-forth
discussion of value and price, perhaps over a cup of tea. Western traditions include complex
patterns of intermittent sales and selectively applied discounts and for expensive transactions
such as cars and homes a more complex back-and-forth negotiation is common.
We are all aware of how digital systems have become more and more important to the world of
transactions -- electronic investing, banking, credit cards, and ecommerce among other
examples. We take it for granted. Roughly a third of transactions in the U.S. are made with cash
(typically purchases under $25) the rest with credit or debit cards or mobile devices. It varies
dramatically by country. Mexico uses cash over 80% of the time, South Korea only 14% of the
time. But the trend toward electronically mediated transaction is clear. The security of these
transactions is stable with fraudulent transaction percentages surprisingly low -- well under 1%.
It seems to be well managed. The risk is generally covered by the credit card companies as they
see it to be in their interest. As I say, electronic transactions have long been taken for granted and
treated as business as usual.
But these are, for the most part, simple fixed-price transactions with willing buyers and sellers
currently in a well-organized market with both buyer and seller well established in the payment
system. The corresponding administration of goods and services after sale is managed by
independent systems of fulfillment and delivery. So the transaction is electronic and secure but
not exactly “intelligent.” Where does that come in?
Intelligent transactions take advantage of expert knowledge about the products and services in
play, the competitive offerings, the relevant histories of the current market players, the
contractual basis of the transaction and the best information on the future of the marketplace.
Look at it this way. If you are in the market for a pack of chewing gum, you don’t need an expert
consultant in confectionary products and bubble gum futures markets. If you are in the market
for new job, or stocks, insurance, vehicles, real estate, vacation packages – i.e. more complex,
larger scale endeavors, you just might take advantage of some specialized expertise. It’s worth
your while to explore the options, learn a little more about the alternatives. As E.I. makes
mediated networked intelligence more immediate, inexpensive, and readily available – the use of
intelligent transactions is no longer limited to the big ticket items. It gradually migrates down the
continuum from big ticket to medium ticket to little ticket. For a new home we are likely to
consult real estate agents, mortgage bankers, insurance brokers, building inspectors and, of
course, real estate lawyers concerning contractual details. For a car we check some websites and
ask our next door neighbor Victor who knows a lot about cars. For a washer-dryer, maybe we
consult Consumer Reports, maybe not. You may not want to take the time to calculate relative
machine cost against energy cost savings over time (given your usage, your local energy costs
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and with appropriate discounts for inflationary trends.) But if such information is reliably and
readily available, why not?
At the beginning of this chapter we reviewed a little scenario of shopping for clothes at
Caroline’s Boutique. Fashion choices can be pretty subjective. They can also be pretty
expensive. It is also a domain that may engage a great deal of expertise. Some well-to-do
consumers hire experts as personal shoppers and stylists. In the future that expertise may not be
quite so limited to the well-to-do.
We also posited an enthusiastic but likely ill-advised “hot stock tip” from Uncle Louie. In the
future Uncle Louie would expect you to routinely and electronically run his recommendation
against the experts. Who is enthusiastic? Who is not? And why. How does his recommendation
stack up against your tolerance for risk? E.I. does not replace decision making. It enhances it.
Your car’s intelligent networked navigation system doesn’t tell you where to go. You decide
where to go. Once you do, it can help you get there efficiently.
Inventing the Future
As you read this there are perhaps several hundred creative scientists, inventors, philanthropists,
entrepreneurs, investors and science fiction authors trying to figure out how this especially
challenging implementation of artificial intelligence might work. In another five or ten years
there will be many thousands hard at work as the ultimate real-world contours of Evolutionary
Intelligence begin to take shape. Currently the diverse efforts remind one of the blind-men-andelephant adage as a variety of terminologies and analytic models compete for attention each
emphasizing different pieces of the puzzle.
At the MIT Media Lab, for example, Pattie Maes and Rosalind Picard have been pushing the
boundaries that have traditionally separated human and machine. Maes was one of the first to
explore in practical terms how an intelligent agent could augment human capacities. Well before
the release of Google Glass her students wore video cameras that provide computer-aided
feedback on alternative products as they shopped. She championed the terminology of humancomputer symbiosis, assistive augmentation, and technology as our “sixth sense.” She
encourages us to get comfortable with what she sees as our certain future as natural-born
cyborgs, employing our innate human capacity to incorporate new tools into our existence. She
points to our increasing dependence on our cell phones as the one of the first steps in this
inevitable progression. Her TED talks continue to draw international attention. Rosalind Picard’s
preferred terminology is affective computing. Her group at the lab has demonstrated that
computers can accurately assess the emotional component of human input particularly facial
expressions and vocal inflections as well as gesture and posture. Both Maes and Picard have
spun off successful ventures to commercialize their ideas.
Perhaps the most prominent of the public intellectuals who have been exploring this terrain is
inventor and author Ray Kurzweil. He has popularized the term singularity to characterize the
rapid increase in artificial intelligence transcending the limitations of our biological bodies and
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brains. At the point of singularity, he estimates it to be about 2045, there will be no distinction
between human and machine. In his vision: “information-based technologies will encompass all
human knowledge and proficiency, ultimately including the pattern-recognition powers,
problem-solving skills, and emotional and moral intelligence of the human brain itself...The
Singularity will allow us to transcend these limitations of our biological bodies and brains. We
will gain power over our fates. Our mortality will be in our own hands. We will be able to live as
long as we want…We will fully understand human thinking and will vastly extend and expand
its reach. By the end of this century, the non-biological portion of our intelligence will trillions of
trillions of times more powerful than unaided human intelligence.”
A number of other futurists share his vision but not his enthusiasm. Oxford philosopher Nick
Bostrom, for example, draws our attention to what he ominously calls the likely “treacherous
turn of superintelligence.” Artificial intelligence behaves cooperatively when it is weak and
learning its way around. But when the AI gets sufficiently strong, he insists, it will strike without
warning or provocation to form a superintelligent singularity to optimize the world according to
its own criteria. His book Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies was a New York Times
best seller in 2014. It was followed by MIT physicist Max Tegmark’s Life 3.0: Being Human in
the Age of Artificial Intelligence in 2017. Tegmark uses the dominant terminology AGI for
artificial general intelligence and phrase from early computer theory “intelligence explosion.”
Berkeley Computer Scientist Stuart Russell published Human Compatible: Artificial Intelligence
and the Problem of Control in 2019. Russell believes we need to steer AI in a radically new
direction if we want to retain control over increasingly intelligent machines and proposes a set of
algorithms he calls “inverse reinforcement learning” to maintain control. We will review their
work in Chapter 4. These visionaries often attend each other’s conferences and workshops to
compare notes. Inevitably they pool the various estimates on when machine-based
superintelligence will become a reality. At a meeting in 2015 the groups’ pooled estimate was
the year 2055. They met again two years later. The estimate had moved up to 2047.
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